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1. Introduction
Let D be a set (not necessarily bounded) of points on the real x-axis
and let V be the set of all real finite-valued functions defined on D. Let
L be an operator which maps each element f(x) E V into a set W of real
functions defined and finite-valued on a set E of the real x-axis. We write
L: V --+ W. If the operator L maps an element f(x) E V into an element
g(x) E W we denote this with
g(x)=Lf=L(f; x)=L(f(t); x), xEE.
If L is an operator, L: V --+ W, such that g(x) =Lf~O on E whenever
f(x) E V has the property that f(x) ~ 0 on D, L is said to be a positive
operator.
If L is an operator, L: V --+ W, such that for every pair of elements
f(x), g(x) E V with f(x)~g(x) on D we have Lf~Lg on E, L is called
monotone.
It is easily shown that if L is an operator, L: V --+ Wand if L is linear
and positive then L is monotone.
Numerous examples of linear positive operators are known, for instance
the Bernstein operators Bn(n= 1,2, ... ), B n: 0[0,1] --+ 0[0,1] defined by
(1) f(x) E 0[0,1].
Several properties of linear positive operators have been derived. S. N.
BERNSTEIN showed as early as 1912 [2] that the operators (1) have the
property that for each f(x) E 0[0, 1] Bn(f(t); x) tends to f(x) if n --+ 00,
uniformly on [0, 1].
Later on the question arose as to the speed with which Bnf tends to f(x).
An answer to this question has been given in different directions. One
direction is that in which f(x) is supposed to be at least twice differentiable
in a point ~ of [0, 1]. In 1932 E. W. WORONOVSKAJA [10] proved that then
(n -* (0)
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This paper gave rise to one of S. N. BERNSTEIN in 1932 [3] who established
the following sharpening of Woronovskaja's result, assuming that j(x)
is 2q times (q a positive integer) differentiable at a point ~ of [0, 1]
Bn(f(t); ~)_j(~)_ II Tnr(~) j(r)m= U~(I-~)}qj(2q)(~) +o~,
,-1 r! nr nq q! nq
where
In the present papcr we shall derive three theorems, the first of which
is a generalisation of a theorem by MAMEDOV and SCHURER (1965) [8].
Then we apply them to three types of linear positive operators, viz.
generalised Bernstein operators, generalised Mirakjan operators and
generalised Baskakov operators.
2. The theorems
Definition. With H(6)(~) we denote the set of all real functions t(x)
which are defined on the whole of the real x-axis and possessing the
following three properties:
1. f(x) is s times (s;;;; 1) differentiable at x =~,
2. f(x) is bounded on every finite interval of the x-axis,
3. f(x) = 0lxl8 if [z] -* 00.
Then we have
'I'heore m 1. Let q be even, q;;;;2 and let {Ln} (n= 1,2, ... ) be a sequence
ot linear positive operators, L n: H(q)(~) -* O[c, d] (c~~~d). In ~ we write
(2) Ln(tTc; ~)=~Tc t-lXnTc(~) (k=O, 1, ... , q)
and we suppose that
'ljJk(~) 1(3) IXnk(~)= Ip(n) + 0 Ip(n) (k=O, 1, ... , q)
where lp(n)",O (n~ 1,2, ... ), lim Ip(n) = oo and 'ljJk(~) independent o] n.
n-.eXl
Further we suppose that there exists an even number m > q such that the
operators L; (n= 1,2, ... ) are all applicable to (t-~)m and that
1(4) Ln((t-~)m; ~)=o Ip(n) (n -* 00).
Then we have for each f(x) E H(q)(~)
a(~) 1
Ln(f(t); ~) - t(~) = Ip(n) + 0 Ip(n)
where
(5) a(~) = i {i (-I)r-s (r) ~r-8 'ljJ8(~)} j(r)~~) .
,-0 .-0 s r.
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Proof. Since f(x) E H(q)(;) we can write for all t
(6)
where h(u) is bounded on the whole of the.e-axis and lim h(u) = O. Defining
.. _0
h(O)= 0 it becomes continuous at u = O. This means that to every e> 0
there exists an 1] > 0 such that
(7)
for each t with It - ;1 < 1].
From the boundedness of h(u) on the whole of the u-axis it follows
that there exists a number N> 0 such that Ih(t-;)I ~N for all t. Putting
A~(t)=O if It-;I<1]
= 1 if It-;I ~1]
we have Ih(t-;)I ~NA~(t) for It-;I ~1]. Combining this with (7) we see
that for all
(8)
(9)
Applying the operator L n (n= 1,2, ... ) to (6) we get
Ln(f(t);~)- f(;) L n{1 ;;) - i Ln((t - ;)r; ;lr)~;) = Ln((t - ;)q h(t -~);n
r-l r.
For the right-hand member we have because of (8) and of the monotoni-
city of the operator L n
,Ln((t-;)qh(t-;); ;)~ eLn((t-~)q; ;)+NLn((t-;)qA~(t);;)~
(10) ( :s;eLn((t-;)q;;)+QLn((t-~)m;;)=e:(~~ +QLn((t-;)m;n
where Q is a certain constant and
P(~)= i (-1)q-s(q) ;q-s'!f's(;) +0(1)
.-0 8
as follows from (2) and (3). Substitution of (2) and (3) in (9) and using
(10) with (4) we arrive at
IL n(f (t ) ' ; ) - f(; ) - a(;) + bn(;) I~eP(;) + cn(;), lp(n) lp(n) lp(n) lp(n)
where a(;) is given by (5) and bn(;) and cn(;) tend to zero if n --+ 00.
From this theorem 1 follows.
Corollary. Under the conditione of theorem 1 we have
lim lp(n){Ln(f(t);;) - f(;)} = a(~).
n_OO
(11)
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Theorem 2. II in theorem 1 we have in (3)
1 1
<p(n)=n, 0-(-) =0 2<pn n
and il instead 01 the condition concerning the existence 01 an even number m
(m>q) with (4) we have
(12)
then
Proof. Because of (2), (3) and (11) it follows from (9) that now
where dn(~) remains bounded if n -+ 00. Because of (12) the right-hand
member of (13) is 0 ~. This proves theorem 2.
n
Theorem 3. Let q be even (q~2), {L n} (n=l, 2, ... ) a sequence 01
linear positive operators, L n : H(q)(~) -+ O[c, dJ (c~~~d). Let the operators
L n be applicable to (t - ~)q+l and to (t - ~)q+2 and let
(14) 1Ln((t-~)'; ~)=O n[(r+l)/2j (r=O, 1, ... , q+2).
(15)
Then we have lor each I(t) E H(q)(~)
Ln(f(t); ~)= ,~o Ln((t~!~)';~)I(r)(~)+on~(/'
Cf. also l\fULLER [6J Satz 7.3.
Corollary 1. (15) can be written in the [orm.
Corollary 2. II
(17)
we can write (16) in the [orm.
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Proof. From (9) and (10) with m=q+2 we have
\Ln(f(t); ~)- ,~oLn((t~!~)r; ~) j(')(~)1 ~ eLn ((t - ~ )q; ~)+QLn((t-~)q+2; ~).
This means that because of (14) theorem 3 has been proved.
The corollaries 1 and 2 follow immediately from this result.
3. Applications
1. We consider the operators Bnp: 0 [0,1 + ~J -+ 0[0, 1] defined by
Bnp(f(t); x)= :t (n~p) xk(l -x)n+p-kj (~).
p is a non-negative integer. In case p = 0 we have tho Bernstein operators
(1). The operators B np we call generalised Bernstein operators. They have
been introduced by SCHUHElt in 1962 [7] and he used them also in 1965 [81.
For example in case q=4 we write with x E [0,1]
Bnp(t k ; x )= Xk+ C< nk(X) (k=O, 1, . .. ,4)
where after some calculations it appears that with the notations (3)
tpk(X) 1
C<nk(X) = ----n- +0 n 2 (k =O, 1, . .. ,4)
we have
tpo(x) = 0 , tpl(X) = px, tp2(X) = 2px2 l- x - x2, tp3(X)= 3px3+3x2- 3:&,
tp4(X) = 4px4 + 6:& - 6x4.
Then for every function j(x) E H(4)(~) , ~ E [0, 1] we see that (5) in theorem 1
yields
It follows by theorem 2 that for every j(x) E H(4)(;), ~ E [0, 1]
Bnp(f(t) ; ~) - j(~) = ~ {p~f' (;) ! g(1- ~ ) f"(m+0 ~2 •
n n
In order to apply theorem 3 to the operators B np we consider the
images of (t-x)'; r=O, 1, ... ; X E [0,1]. We have
" +1> (n+ p ) (k)'Bnp((t-x)'; x) = L xk(l -x)n l-p-k - -x .k ~O k n
We write this as
(18)
where
1
Bnp((t-x)'; x)= - Unr(X)
n'
,.+1> (n+ p )Unr(x) = L xk(l-x)n+p- k(k -nx)'.
k-O k
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We now consider (cf. LORENTZ [4] p. 14)
U:.,.(x) = :x Unr(x)
and see that
x(l-x)U~,(x)=
n+Jl (n+ p)
= -nrx(l-x) Un,r_l (X)+ L xk(l-x)n+p-k(k-nx-px)(k-nx)' =
1:-0 k
= -nrx(l-x)Un.r_1(x) + Un,r+l(X) -pxUnr(x).
From this recurrence relation
(19) Un.r+l(X) = pxUnr(x) + x(1- x){ U~,(x) -+- nrUn.r_l(X)}
follows. Since UnO(x) = 1, Unl(X) = px it may easily be proved by means of
mathematical induction that the degree in n of the polynomial Unr(X)
is equal to [!r]. Hence we see from (18) that the degree in n of
[
r .1- IJBnp((t-x)r; x) is [!r]r-1= - -~- .
It may also easily be proved by mathematical induction that the
coefficient of the highest power of n in Un.2r(x) (r=O, 1, ... ) i.e. of n r is
equal to
(20) (2r ) ,--' xr (l - x ),.2rr !
This is equal to c,(x) in (16). On applying corollary 2 to theorem 3 we
arrive at the result that for every I(x) E H<q)(;), q even, q~ 2
(21)
In the special case q=4 we have from (18) and (19)
px 1
Bnp(t -x) = -, Bnp(t - X)2 = -2 {nx(l-x) +px(l-x) +p2X2},
n n
1
B np(t-x)3,= 3 {p3x3+ (3p-2) (n+p) x2(I-x) I- (n -I-p) x(I --x)}=
n
1 1
= -{3px2(I-x)+x(l-x)}+O-.
n2 n3
Hence we get
lim n2{Bnp(f(t); ~) -/(~) - p~ 1'(;) - ~(~- ;) f"(~) } =
n--.oo n n
= Hp2~ +p;(l-~)} f"(~) + M(I- ;)(1- 2~+ 3p;) I"'(;) +l~(1 - ;)2/IV(~).
(n= 1,2, ... ).
(k=O, 1, ... ,4)
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In case p = 0 we have for the ordinary Bernstein operators
II. We consider the operators Snp: H(IJ)(~) ---+ 0[0, b], eE [0, b], where
b denotes an arbitrary positive number and p is non-negative, defined by
Snp(f(t); x) = e-(n+p)x ! (n +~)kxk f (~)
10-0 k. n
In case p=O we have the MIRAKJAN operators (1941) [5] which also have
been considered by SZASZ in 1950 [9]. Case p > 0 occurs in papers by
SCHURER in 1962 [7] and 1965 [8]. We shall call these operators generalised
M irakjan operators.
For example in case q=4 we have with x~o
Snp(tk; x) = x k+<Xnk(X)
in the notation of (3)
tpo(x) = 0, tpl(X) = px, tp2(X) = 2pX2 + x, tpa(x) = 3px3 + 3X2,
1 1
tp4(X) = 4px4+ 6x3, lp(n) =n, 0 -(-) = 0 '"2.lpn n
Then for every f(x) E H(4)(~), ~ E [0, b] the formula (5) for a(~) now reads
a(~) = p~I'(~) + Hf"(~)·
Hence we have according to theorem 2
Writing for r=O, 1, ... ; x~O
(22) 1Snp(t-x)r= - Vnr(x)
nr
we see that
xV~r(x)
IX) (n+p)k
= -(n+p)xVnr(x)-nrxVn,,_l(x)+e-(n+p)x ! k' (k-nx+nx)(k-nx)r
10-0 •
= - (n+p)xVn,(x) -nrxVn,r_l(X) + Vn,'+l(X) +nxVnr(x).
Hence we have a similar recurrence relation as (19) viz.
(23) V n,'+l(X) = XV~,(x) +nrxV n,r_l(X) +px V n,(x).
With
(24) V no(x)=I, V nl(X)=PX
22 Indagationes
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it follows from this relation that Vnr(x) is of degree [ir] in n and that
the coefficient of the highest power of n in Vn•2r(x ) (r=O, 1, ... ) i.e. of
nr is equal to
(2r) !
__ xr
2rr!
This means that in (16)
(2r) !
C2r(X)= 2rr ! xr.
Consequently we have a relation analoguous to (21) for the operators Snp
if I(x) E H(q)(~) and q even ~ 2, viz.
(25) lim nta {Snp(f(t); ~) _/(~) _ ail Snp ((t~w; ~) I(r) (~)} = (iWa I(:)(~( .
n->-oo r =1 r. (-2q)·
In the special case q=4 we have from (22), (23) and (24) for x~O
px 1Snp(t -x) = -, Snp(t-x)2= "2{nx+px(l+px)},
n n
and substitution of these results in (25) yields for every function
I(x) E H(4)(~)
lim n2{Snp(f(t);~) -/(~) - ~ (p~ I'(~)+Hf"(m} =
n~oo n
= i(p2~+p~)I"(~) +1(3p~2+ ~)I"'(~)+ l~/IV(~).
In case p = 0 we have for the ordinary Mirakjan operators Sn and
I(x) E H(4)(~)
lim n2{Sn(f(t); ~) -/(~) - 2~ f"(~)} = H I"'(~) +H2/ IV (~).
n-+oo n
This formula corrects one of MULLER (1967) [6] p. 73.
III. We consider the operators L np: H(q)(~) -* 0[0, b], ~~O, ~ E [0, b]
where b denotes an arbitrary positive number and p is a non-negative
integer, defined by
• _ _ 00 (n+ p+k-1) ( x )k (k)L np(f(t) ,x)=(l +x)n P
k"J;o
k l+x In (n=1,2,oo.).
Incasep=O we have the BASKAKOV operators (1957) [1]. For p>O these
operators occur in SCHURER (1965) [8]. We call them generalised Baskakou
operators.
For example in case q= 4 we write
(k=O, 1, ... ,4)
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and in the notation of (3) we have
1j!o(x) = 0, 1j!1 (x) = px, 1j!2(X) = 2px2+ X+ x2 , 1p3(X) ="' 3(p + 1)x2 -I- 3:2:'\
1 1
1j!4(X) = (4p + 6)x4+ 6x3, q;(n)=n, 0 q;(n) =0 n2 '
Then (5) gives for every t(x) E H(4)(~), ~ E [0, b]
and this means that according to theorem 2 the following formula holds
1 1
Lnp(f(t) ; ~) -/(;) = n{p~t' (;) + H(1 +~) f"(m+ 0 n 2 '
Tn order to apply theorem 3 to the operators L np we consider the
images of (t-x)r; r=O, 1,2, ... ; X E [0, b]. We have
00 (n -t-p+k-l) ( x )k (k )rL np(t-x)r =(I+x)-n--p L - -- - -x .
k-O k 1+ x n
We write this as
For this function Wnr(x) we see that
x(l +x) W;,,(x) = -nrxWn ,r_l(X)
00 (n -T- p +k - 1) d+ x(1 +x) L (k-nx)r - {x k (1 !-x )- n-p-k}
k-O k dx
no (n+p+k-l)
=--nrx(1 +x) Wn,r_l(X) + L k x k (1+x)-n- p-k(k-nx --p,'!: )(k - nx jr
k-O
= -- nrx(1 fox) Wn,r_l(X) + Wn.r+l(X)-PXWnr(x).
Hence the recurrence relation
(26) Wn,r+l(X) = x(1 +x) W~r(x) +nrx(1 +x) Wn,r_l(X)+px Wnr(x)
holds. With
(27)
it follows easily from this relation that Wnr(x) (r=O, 1,2, ) is of degree[i] in n and that the coefficient of n: in W n,2r(;t) (r = 0, 1,2, ) is equal to
(2r) !
cr(x) = 2rr! xr(l l-x)r
where cr(x) is the function figuring in (16).
(28)
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On applying corollary 2 to theorem 3 we arrive at the following result,
holding for q even, q~2, and every t(x)EH(q)(~)
~!~n1q {Lnp(f(t);~) - t(~) _ :~: Lnp«t~W; ~) t(r)(~) } =
J = {M(l +miq t(q)(~)
~ (lq)! .
In the special case q=4 we have from (26) and (27) for x~O
px 1Lnp(t-x) = -, L np(t-X)2= "2 {p2X2+(n+p)x(l + x)},
n n
1 1
L np(t-X)3= n 2 {3px2(1 -ix) +x(l--:-x) (1+ 2x)} + 0 n3'
Substitution of these results in (28) yields for every t(x) E H(4)(~)
lim n2 {Lnp(f(t); ~) - t(~) - p~ t'(~) - ~(1 + ~) /"(O}
.. --.00 n 2n
= Hp2~ + p;(l +~)} f"(~)+ l{3p~(1 +~) + ~(1 +~) (1 + 2~)} t"'(~)
+H2(1 +~)2 tIV(~).
In case p = 0 we have for the ordinary Baskakov operators Lno and
every t(x) E H(4)(;)
lim n2{Lno(f(t); ~) - t(~) - ~(~+ ~) f"(~)} =
n-+OO n
=M(1 +~) (1 + 2~) t"'(~) +t~(l +~)2 tIV(~).
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